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QUARTIC K3 SURFACES AND CREMeNA TRANSFORMATIeNS - A
                QUESTION OF MARAT GIZATUllLIN.
KEIJI OGUISO
ABsTRAcT. We prove that there is a smooth quartic K3 surface automorphism that is
Bse derived[ from tke CreiReRa SraRsfermaatieR of the ambient threff-dimeRsional projectlve
spaee. This gives a negative amswer to a questiorm of Professor Marat Gizatullin.
                              1. INtliRODUCTION
  Throughout this note, we work over the complex number field C.
  In his lecture i`Quartic surfaces and Cremolia transformations" in the werkshop on Arith-
metic and Geometry of K3 surfaces and Calabi-Yau threefolds held at the Fields Institute
(August 16-25, 20tt), ProÅíessor Igor Dolgachev discussed the followiRg questiolt with several
beautifu1 examples supporting it:
Questien 1.1. Let S c P3 be a smooth quartic K3 surface. Is any biregular automoTphism
g of S (as abstraÅít va[riety) derived from a Cremena transformation of the ambient space
P3? More precisely, is there a birational automorphism g of P3 such that g.(S) = S and
g xx glS? Kere g*(S) is the proper transform of S a[x}d glS is the, kecessaxily biregulay,
biratienal automorphism of S indiuced then by g.
  Later, Professor Igor Dolgachev pointed out to me that, te hi$ best knowledge, Professor
Marat Gizatu}lin is the first who asked this question. The aim ef this short note is to give
a negative answer to the question:
Theerem 1.2. (i] There eststs a smeeth guawhc KS surface S c P3 of Picard number 2
such that Pic (S) : Zhi ew Zh2 with intersection form:
                           ((h,.h,)) == ( ,g 22 )
  (2) Let S be gs abeve. Then Aut (S) has an egement g such that it is of infinite erder and
g'(h) l h. Here Aut (S) is the group of biregular automorphisms of S as abstract variety
and h E Pic (S) is the hyperplane section class.
  (3) Let S andg be as above. Then there is ne elementg ofBir(P3) sueh that g.(S) == S
and g = glS. Here Bir(P3) is the Cremona group of P3, i.e., the group of birational
autmorphisms of P3. .
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Our proof is based on a result of Takahashi concerning log Sarkisov program ([Ta]), which 
we quote剖 Theorem(3.1), and standard町 gumentconcerning K3 surfaces. 
Remark 1ふ（1)Let Cc P2 be a smooth cubic curve, i.e., a smooth curve of genus l. It 
is classical that any element of Aut ( C) is derived from a Cremona transformation of the 
ambient space P2. In fact, this follows from the fact that any smooth cubic curve iswritten 
in the Weierstrass form after linear change of the coordinate and the explicit form of the 
group law in terms of the coordinate. 
(2) Let n be an integer such that n三3and Y C pn+l be a smooth hypersurface 
of degree n + 2.Then Y is an n-dimensional Calabi-Yau manifold. It is well-known that 
Bir (Y) = Aut (Y), it is a finite group and any element of Aut (Y) is derived from a biregular 
automorphism of the ambient space pn+l. In fact, the statement follows from Ky= 0 in 
Pie (Y) (adj unction form1 
and Pie (Y) = Zh, where h isthe hyperplane class (Le色chetzhyperplane section theorem). 
We note that Ky = 0 implies that any birational automorphism of Y is isomorphic in 
codimension one, so that for any birational automorphism g of Y, we have a well-defined 
group isomorphism g* on Pic (Y). Then g切＝ h. This implies that g is biregular and it is 
derived from an element of Aut (Pn+l). 
Acknowledgement. I would like to express my thank to Professor Igor Dolgachev 
for his kind explanation on this question with history, the organizers of the workshop 
“Arithmetic and Geometry of K3 surfaces and Calabi-Yau threefolds”held at the Fields 
Institute (August 16-25, 2011) for invitation with full financial support. I also would like 
to express my thank to the organizers of Kinosaki symposium of algebraic geometry (2011) 
for giving me an opportunity to talk there. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM (1.2) (1), (2) 
In this section, we shall pro刊 Theorem(1.2)(1)(2) by dividing into several steps. The 
last lemma (Lemma (2.6)) will be also used in the proof of Theorem (1.2) (3). 
Lemma 2.1. There isαprojective K3 s町 fαcesuch that Pie (S) = Zh1 EB Zh2 with 
( 4 20 ¥ 
((hi.hj)) = l 20 4 ) 
Proof. Note that the abstract lattice given by the symmetric matrix above is even lattice 
of rank 2 with signature (1, 1). Hence the result follows from [Mo], Corollary (2.9), which 
is based on the surjectivity of the period map for K3 surfaces (see eg. [BHPV], Page 338, 
Theorem 14.1) and Nil叫 i凶 theory([Ni]) of integral bilinear form. 口
肝omno叫 SisαK3 surf1αce in Lemmα（2.1}. 
Note that the cycle m叩 c1: Pic (S）→ NS (S) is an isomorphism for a K3 surface. So, 
we identify these two spaces. NS (S)R is NS (S）⑧z R. A positive cone P(S) of S is the 
connected component of the set 
{xεNS (S)R I (x2)s > 0} , 
containing the ample classes. Ample cone Amp (S) C NS (S)R of Sis the open convex cone 
generated by the ample classes. 
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Lemma 2.2. NS (S) represents neither 0 nor 2. In pαrti叩 lαr,Shαs no smooth rational 
山内Eαndno smooth elliptic 山内eαnd(C2)s > 0 for αl noルzeroef ecti切 cu仰 eC inS. 
Proof. We have ((xh1 ＋仇）2)8= 4(x2 + lOxy + y2). Hence there is no (x,y）εZ2 such 
that ((xh1 + yh2)2)sε｛－2, O｝ 口
Lemma 2ふ Afterreplacing h1 by -hi, the line bundle h1 is very ample. In pαrticulαγ 
φlh1I: S→ P3 is an isomorphism onto a smooth伊articsuヴαce.
Proof. h1 is non-divisible in Pie (S) by the construction. It follows from Lemma pめand
（時）s= 4 > 0 that one of泊 1is ample with no fixed component. By replacing h1 by -hi, 
we may assume that it is h1・Then,by [SD], Theorem 6.1, h1 is a very ample line bundle 
with the last assertion. 口
By Lemma (2.3), we mαyαnd willαssume thαt S C P3 and denote this inclusion by i, 
αndαgeneral hyperplαne section by h. Thαt is, h = HnS for a general hyperplane H c P3, 
from now on. Note that h口 h1in Pie (S). 
Lemma 2.4. Amp (S) = P(S）α吋 itis 
{xh1÷yh2εNS(S)Rlx ＞一（5十2v'6)y,x＞一（5…2v'6)y,x÷5y > O}. 
In particular, it is an irrational cone. 
Proof. By Lemma (2.2), (2.3), Amp (S) = P(S) and xh1十νh2εNS(S)R is in P(S) if and 
only if 
((xh1やνん2)2)s> O , ((xh1 + yh2).h1)s > O. 
By the explicit form of （（んhj)s),the result follows from tl附 etwo inequalities. 口
Lemma 2.5. There is anαutomorphism g of S such thαt g isof infinite order and g* ( h）ヲth 
in Pie (S). 
Proof. Let * : A滋 （S）→ O(NS(S))) be the natural representation. Let G < O(NS (S)) be 
the image. 
G naturally acts on Amp ( S). By Ste立［St],Lemma (2.3), (2.4), this action has a finite 
rational polyhedral fundamental domain, sayム.We may chooseムsothat hεム（itc叩
be in one of the two boundary rays). Since Amp (S) is irrational by Lemma (2.4), it follow日
that !GI = oo. By the Burn日ideproperty of the linear group [Bu], it follows that G h制
then an element of infinite order, say r* with TεAut (S). We have （ザ）2(h）ヂ h(even if 
h belongs to one of the two boundary rays ofム） • This is bee山田edim NS (S) = 2 and γ＊ is 
of infinite order. Hence g口 r2satisfies the requirement. 口
Let g be部 inLemma (2.5). Then the pair (Sc P3,g) satisfies al the requirement of 
Theorem (1.2)(1), (2ト
Lemma 2.6. Let (S c P3,g) be as in Theorem (1.2)(1),(2). Let CζSるea noぁzero
effective c包rveof degree < 16, i.e.，’ 
(C, l山＝ (C.H)p3 < 16 . 
Then C = S円Tfor some hypersurf1αce Tin P3. 
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Proof. Recall that h = h1 in Pie (S). There are m, nεZ such that C = mh1 ＋ηh2 in 
Pie ( S). Then 
(C.h)s = 4(m十5η）> O , (C2)s = 4（η2 + lOmη＋ m2) > 0. 
Here the last inequality follows from Lemma (2.2). Thus, if (C, h)s < 16, then m + 5n is 
either 1, 2 or 3 by m, nεZ. Hence we have either one of: 
m = 1 5n , , m= 2 5n , m = 3 -5n. 
Substituting into n2 + lOmn + m2 > 0, we obtain one of either 
1-24η2 > 0' 4 -24η2 > 0 , 9 -24n 2 > 0 . 
Since nεZ, it follows that n = 0 in each c回e.Therefore, in Pie (S), we have C = mh for 
some mεZ. Since H1 (P3, Op3 ( .e)= 0 for al tεZ, the natural restriction map 
i*: H0(P3, Op3(m））→ H0(S, Os(m)) 
is surjective for al m E Z.This implies the result. 口
3. PROOF OF THEOREM (1.2) (3) 
In his paper [Ta], Theorem 2.3 and Remark 2.4, N. Takahashi proved the following 
remarkable theorem回 anice application of log Sarkisov program (For terminologies, we 
refer to [KMM]): 
Theorem 3.1. Let X beαFαno mαnifold of dimension三3with Pieαrd number l, Sε 
I Kxl be αsmooth hypersurfiαce. Let φ：X一一→ X'beαbi rationαl mαp toαQ-fiαctorial 
termiαl uαriety X' with Pieαrd number l, which is notαn isomorphism，αnd S' ：＝ φ＊s. 
Then: 
(1) If Pie (X）→Pie (S) is surjectve, then Kx' + S’isαmple. 
(2) Let X = P3αnd H beαhyperplane of P3. Note then that S isαsmooth quartic K3 
surfαce. Assume thαtαηy irreducible reduced curve C c S such thαt ( C.H)p3 < 16 is of 
the form C = S n T for some hypersurface T C P3. Then K X' + S' isαmp le. 
Applying Theorem (3.1)(2), we shall complete the proof of Theorem (1.2)(3). Let (Sc 
P3, g) be the pair constructed in Theorem ( 1.2) ( 1)( 2). We argue by contradiction, iム
Assuming to the contrary thαt there would beαbi rationαl mα.pg: p3一一→ P3such thαt 
ι（S) = Sαnd that g ＝到S,we shαl deriveαcontr1αdiction. 
We shall devide into two cases: 
(i）ク isan isomorphism, (i) g isnot an isomorphism. 
Case (i). Since g isan isomorphism, g* H = H in Pie (P3). However, then g*h = h in 
Pie (S), a contradiction to Theorem (1.2)(2). 
Case (i). By the c回 e儲 sumptionand Lemma (2.6), our S would satisfy al the conditions 
of Theorem (3.1)(2). Rβcall also that ιS = S. However, then, by Theorem (3.1)(2), 
K p3 + S would be ample, a contradiction to K p3十S= 0 in Pie (P3). 
This completes the proof. 
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